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Dear Member,

In a number of articles and news items this month we reflect on
the impact that the coronavirus pandemic has had on every single
one of us in 2020. It has been challenging in so many ways for
people, young and old, businesses, large and small, and healthcare
providers, one and all.
It is a challenge to look toward Christmas without
concern for family and future. However, the effort we are all
working with will certainly bring some respite and, hopefully, an
easing of restrictions to allow us some level of familiar and personal
engagement with one another in what is always a very special time
of celebration and forward-looking hope.
We hear daily of the struggles and losses beng
experienced and here, at the Association, Council is looking at our
future planning and lobbying issues in terms of our capacity and
seeing travel refunds and vouchers, collective redress actions,
insurance costs, energy rating labelling, food labelling and
dispute resolution/customer services as key areas for urgent and
continued focus.
To do so, we urgently need financial support as we
too have seen much-needed income fall as consumer budgets
have come under increasing strain. Our challenge is that, as an
independent, not-for-profit charity, we have few avenues to explore

for support and, in the continued absence of any form of State
funding, we rely, entirely, on the subscriptions and donations of the
Irish consumer.
Therefore, can I ask that, when thinkng of supporting
Irish organisations, that you think of us, what we do and how we
are challenged in doing so without adequate resources. Consider
the gift of membership to a friend or family member or make a
donation – no matter how small – to help sustain us in our work.
Mention our work to others who might lend their
support to the Consumers” Association of Ireland, the CAI, and our
efforts on behalf of the Irish consumer and, notably, as we enter
our 55th year of that independent representation.
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borrowed for review purposes only.
The reports are produced in the main
by our own Editorial staff. Some material
is occasionally drawn from other foreign
independent consumer magazines.
Because Consumer Choice carries no
commercial advertising it is not swayed by
bias or influence and can point out advantages
and flaws in goods and services that other
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Reports on any article relate only to the
articles or goods mentioned, and not to any
other article of the same or similar description.
We do not necessarily price or report on all
brands or models within the class, and the
exclusion of any brand or model should not be
taken as a reflection on it.

Consumer Choice is published by
the Consumers' Association of Ireland
(CAI) Limited, a wholly independent, nongovernment, non-profit making body. CAI
was founded in 1966 to protect and promote
the interests of the consumers of goods and
services, and to enhance the quality of life for
consumers. CAI is registered with charitable
status: CHY 8559.
Advertising is not accepted for publication.
Consumer Choice is available on a subscription
basis only. To facilitate banking requirements
all cancellations must be advised, by letter or
email only, a full 30 days in advance. Where
a bank applies a €24 chargeback fee for a
Member/customer advised cancellation we
will deduct same from any refund requests. To
subscribe please write to:

No part of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in
any form without obtaining prior permission
from the Council by contacting the Consumer
Choice office. It may not be used for any form of
advertising, sales promotion or publicity.
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

Banking On Your Behaviour
The changes in banking to meet the demands of a significantly disillusioned cohort of consumers have been partially met by online entities such as Revolut. Interestingly
though, this entity has brought focus to the younger and
future customer through a fintech platform for children.
Importantly, this has been designed to bring young people
to manage their money and build financial skills, through a
sub-account of their adult users. This ensures that parents
and guardians are in the loop in educating and helping
their children. An example of this is how, through the
primary account, a child can open their own contactless
payment card, which can be monitored and topped up to
allow them lodge pocket money to save or spend. In addition, it facilitates a reward consideration with the current
preferences of parents delegating tasks of cleaning their
bedrooms and daily reading. The company suggests that,
to date, more than 200,000 users have signed up to Revolut
Junior in the markets where it is available. Security will be
a key concern here but, managed well, with strong parental
oversight, this could work well.

Chwristmastime
There is little doubt but that Covid-related challenges have
presented opportunities and new interest in technology and
the benefits it can offer. With that in mind and Christmas gift
considerations to the fore, it is worth introducing some of the
newer offerings to the market around now. From Apple, these
include a digital car key powered by NFC technology, an upgraded Apple Maps that focuses on electric vehicles and cyclists and, of course, the new iPhone range and all that it offers.
However, for traditional watch wearers, it has to be said that
the new Apple Watch is, perhaps, worth a look. The new operating system, WatchOS 7, has new, enhanced customisation
tools and new health and fitness features. It will allow cyclists
to see cycling directions from their wrist, with Maps advising
users when to dismount and walk the bike or take stairs to save
time. The wearer can choose a route that avoids steep hills or
takes the most direct path; it will add further support for hearing health with headphone audio notifications; there are sleeptracking features to help users get the desired amount of sleep,
get to bed on time and create a pre-bedtime routine to meet
their sleep goals and including periods of waking. Finally, the
Apple Watch will also introduce automatic hand-washing detection technology, which will ensure that wearers wash their
hands for at least 20 seconds. The watch will use its motion
sensors, microphone and on-device machine learning, along
with a 20-second countdown timer, to establish if users are
washing their hands thoroughly.

IT’S JUST AN ILLUSION
There was an interesting survey carried out in the UK on prices before and after Black Friday. As we know all too well, retail
across the US, UK and, more recently, Ireland also highlight the November day as the not-to-be-missed opportunity for bargains
and slashed prices. Which tracked the price of 220 home and tech products advertised as the ‘Black Friday deals’ in 2019 across a
range of sellers that included Amazon, Argos and Currys PC World. Long story short, the results revealed that 85% of the products
were the same price or cheaper at other times of the year. In addition, 98% of those products returned to the Black Friday price – or
less – in the following six months.
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A Very Good Sign
Google has released a demonstration
of some of the work that the
company has been doing to make
video conferencing technology
more accessible for people who
communicate through sign language.
The majority of video conferencing
applications focus solely on those
who speak aloud during calls and
research on sign language detection
for video conferencing technology
has been limited. Earlier this year,
Google presented at the Sign
Language Recognition, Translation
and Production 2020 workshop. They
presented a real-time sign language

detection model and demonstrated
how it could be used to provide
video conferencing systems with a
mechanism to identify the person
signing as the active speaker. In what
is obviously a very technical concept,
they have outlined that they are
using a pose estimation model, called
PoseNet, to reduce input from an entire
HD image to a small set of landmarks
on the user’s body, including their
eyes, nose, shoulders and hands. If you
are interested, Google has uploaded
an experimental demonstration of the
technology for you to try out and it is
available on GitHub.

Freedom of Speech – Nooooo!
There have been considerable expressions of concern
regarding the ‘listening’ mode of smartphones and related
technology. A specific product that has been in the red alert
zone is the Amazon Alexa. Amazon recently took the opportunity to address ongoing privacy concerns about its Alexa
virtual assistant. It has updated the technology and a new
command, “Alexa, delete everything I ever said”, will now
wipe clean your history of queries made to the device. In
addition, consumers can also switch on a new setting that

will ensure that the system deletes everything said. These
updated privacy features come following the realisation, last
year, that Amazon had a practice of listening to and recording some anonymous queries to help improve the device’s
performance. Amazon was quick to point out that there was
an opt-out facility for the consumer. Of course, to do so the
consumer needed to actually know they were listening in the
first place!

**Buyer Beware**
It is time for a reminder regarding our
rights and entitlements and especially
in the context of buying online. We have
seen various retail groupings formed in
an effort to promote and boost retailer
sales and offerings – many in Ireland.
This is understandable and it is no
secret that Irish consumers are keen
to support Irish retailers who provide
quality goods and services. Having
said that, it is not acceptable that key
consumer protections are ignored or
that any attempt is made to restrict,
limit or deny them to buyers. Any and
every business selling goods or services
through a website or an e-commerce
platform MUST provide up-to-date, clear
and detailed information regarding their
presence, address, returns policy and

Novemberwww.thecai.ie
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all other elements essential to selling to
consumers online – especially under EU
regulations. These are required in order
that the consumer can make an informed
decision – not only when buying goods
and services, but when exercising their
legal rights to accessing effective and
efficient means of return and complaint
resolution in the event it is required.
Unfortunately, the reality is that there are
sites operating illegally as these details
and provisions are missing. Until they
are stopped from doing so, it remains
up to the paying consumer to ensure
they are dealing only with reputable
providers. We recommend a visit to
our website, www.thecai.ie, to update
yourself on what to look for to protect
yourself – and your money.

November 2020
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food &
Health
Refreshing approach
There is a growing awareness of the role
of ventilation as a cheap and effective
weapon in our arsenal as we continue
to battle Covid-19. As we know, Covid-19
is a respiratory borne virus spread by
respiratory droplets or through airborne
transmission. In the open air, the virus is
diluted and dispersed, making for a lower
risk environment, but indoors, aerosols
– the particles small enough to remain in
the air – can linger, spread and build up
to dangerous levels. A frequently cited
statistic is that 90% of Covid-19 patients
have picked up the virus indoors and, as
winter takes hold, it is inevitable that we
will be all spending more time inside. We
are also less likely to open windows during
the winter as we try to ‘keep the heat in’
to cut down on already costly energy bills.

This year, however, keeping windows firmly
closed may not be in our best interests.
		
In Germany, in particular, there
is widespread appreciation of the role
of ventilation in indoor air quality. Many
Germans habitually open windows
twice a day, winter or summer, and
this is a common requirement in rental
agreements, primarily to protect against
mould and bad smells. Stosslüften, or
impact ventilation, involves opening a
window wide in the morning and evening
for at least five minutes to let the air
circulate. Even more efficient in our
current situation is Querlüften, or cross
ventilation, whereby all the windows in a
house or apartment are opened to enable
stale air to escape and fresh air to come in.
Following calls from air hygiene experts

for months, ventilation of rooms has been
added to the German government’s official
formula for tackling coronavirus, alongside
hand-washing, face masks and social
distancing.
		
The concept is simple – the more
stale air you extract and replace with fresh,
the healthier the air and the lower the risk
of airborne transmission of Covid. Schools,
many workplaces and other indoor spaces
where people congregate already have
stringent ventilation regimes in place
and, this winter, we all need to change our
habits and adopt these practices in our
homes, particularly when restrictions lift
and we are allowed to have visitors again –
opening windows and doors to let air flow
through will better protect both them and
you.

A book at bedtime
If you are having trouble sleeping in these
difficult and uncertain times, perhaps
some night-time reading will help. A new
study led by researchers at NUI Galway has
provided evidence that reading a book at
bedtime improves the quality of your sleep.
The study took an innovative approach
known as the People’s Trial, in which
members of the public become citizen
scientists and they select the topic to
research, design and carry out the trial
and report on its findings. Using an online,
custom-built platform, participants from 43
countries around the world decided that
the question that the People’s Trial would
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try to answer was: Does reading a book in
bed make a difference to sleep compared
to not reading in bed? The 991 volunteers
were randomly put into groups for the
seven-day trial in December 2019, with 496
forming the Intervention Group where they
would read a book in bed, and 495 forming
the Control Group, in which there was no
reading in bed.
		
Overall, the study found that
reading a book in bed led to better sleep.
Not everyone completed the trial but, of
the participants who did, 42% found that
reading a book in bed had a positive effect
on their sleeping patterns compared with

28% of those in the non-reading group who
found they slept better without picking up a
book.
		
According to the Health Research
Board at NUI Galway, the ultimate aim of
the People’s Trial is to support the public’s
understanding of randomised studies and
why clinical trials are important and to
highlight their usefulness in answering key
health questions. The researchers note
that randomised trials are instrumental
in providing reliable and robust evidence
on the benefits, harms and costs of health
care, so that people can make informed
choices.

November 2020

MONEY NEWS

Money News
Room to improve in
mortgage switching
On October 29th, the Central Bank of Ireland
published an Economic Letter entitled
Room to improve: A review of switching
activity in the Irish mortgage market, which
considers the potential for savings available
to mortgage holders and the barriers to
mortgage switching in Ireland. A review of the
Irish mortgage market showed that although
there has been an increase in switching
activity among home owners in recent years,
switching levels remain low compared with
the number of eligible switchers and stood at
less than 3% in the second half of 2019. This
finding indicates a weak appetite among
eligible borrowers to switch their providers
despite downward trends in interest rates and
the introduction in 2019 of policy initiatives
aimed at making the switching process easier
for borrowers.

		
The Central Bank notes that
although you may have shopped around
and secured the best deal when you took
out your mortgage, this may not remain the
best deal forever. Cheaper deals can become
available over time and borrowers can end
up paying more than they need to by not
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Money News by Clodagh O'Donoghue

“Three out of five mortgages for private
homes that are eligible to switch could
save over €1,000 within the first year
by switching to the best available rate on
the market.”

switching provider. The recent Economic
Letter points out that 62% or three out of five
mortgages for private homes that are eligible
to switch could save over €1,000 within the
first year by switching to the best available
rate on the market. Moreover, 72% of eligible
switchers could save more than one-tenth of
their annual repayment cost and 61% could
save more than €10,000 over the remaining
term of their mortgage. The research further
suggests that there are higher average
potential savings among younger borrowers
and first-time buyers.
		
These are undoubtedly very
significant savings that could make a
major difference to a borrower’s financial
situation – so why do mortgage holders
remain reluctant to switch? The Economic
Letter considered possible explanations for
mortgage switching inertia and noted that a
significant proportion of mortgage holders
report a lack of knowledge or are concerned
about the prospect of switching providers.
Moreover, findings suggest that behavioural
characteristics may pose a barrier to customer
engagement and that those with lower levels
of financial literacy and education are more
likely to display a high degree of inhibition
to switching. Of note is the fact that this
high-inhibition group includes a higher share
of first-time borrowers and borrowers who
took out mortgages during the peak years
of the housing boom. The Letter notes that
these new insights underline the importance
of policy design that takes into account the
diverse barriers that may affect the level of
engagement and inertia in the Irish mortgage
market, especially where “household
inaction correlates with existing sources of
vulnerability among consumers”. Moreover,
although the current public health crisis was
outside the period of this research, the Central
Bank notes that the level of switching activity

may be further dampened due to pressures
on a significant number of borrowers arising
from the Covid-19 pandemic.

		
Measures introduced in 2019 to
make the switching process easier include
requirements on lenders to tell you about
cheaper mortgage options 60 days before
you come out of a fixed-rate mortgage, to
give you a comparison of how much your
mortgage costs versus other options offered
by your lender if you ask for one, and to
provide all the information you need to switch,
including telling you how long it will take.
To let you compare offers from mortgage
providers and find out if you can make
savings by switching, the Competition and
Consumer Protection Commission provides a
mortgage switching calculator at https://www.
ccpc.ie/consumers/money-tools/mortgagecomparisons/.
November 2020

Postal driver licence renewals for the over-70s
As a result of the Covid-19 crisis, some changes
for those over 70 years who are renewing their
driving licences have been introduced. In a
report in our September issue of Consumer
Choice, we noted that those under 70 years
were able to renew their driving licences
online but that the National Driving Licence
Service (NDLS) required the over-70 age group
to visit their local NDLS office having booked
an appointment online. This stipulation has
now been revised and, on October 15th, it was
announced that, given the situation regarding
the current pandemic, as a temporary
measure those 70 years of age and over will
be contacted directly by the NDLS and invited
to renew their licence or permit by post. The
measure is aimed at removing the need for
this vulnerable group to attend in person at an
NDLS centre at this time.

		
Previously, there was a provision
in place for drivers aged 70 and over who
renewed their licence on a yearly basis to do
so by post, but the postal renewal option has
now been expanded to drivers in this age
group who renew their licence every three
years. Drivers do not need to contact the NDLS
directly about their application, as all those
aged 70 and over who have presented at an
NDLS centre in the last five years and whose
licence or permit is due to expire will receive a
renewal pack in the post. The pack will contain
a partially completed application form that the
driver must fill out. Unless they have a specific
medical condition – a list is provided on the
application form – then they do not need
to provide a medical report when applying
to renew their licence. This temporary
exemption from providing a medical report

was introduced earlier this year to remove
pressure on the health system during the
current public health crisis and is in place until
31st December 2020.
		
The completed application form,
along with a medical report if required,
should be posted back to the NDLS in the
pre-addressed envelope provided – a postage
stamp will be required. Drivers with licences
that expired between March 1st and August
31st this year are reminded that the period of
validity of their driving licences was extended
by seven months in total. Extensions also
were applied to learner permits that expired
between these dates. A useful expiry date
calculator tool is provided at ndls.ie so that
drivers can check the new renewal date of
their licence or permit.

Major banks ending ‘no transaction fees’ offers
Two of the country’s leading banks, Allied
Irish Banks (AIB) and Bank of Ireland (BOI), are
ending an option for current account holders
to avoid transaction fees by maintaining a
certain amount in their accounts. Currently,
AIB current account customers can avail of
fee-free banking by maintaining a balance of
€2,500 but, from November 28th, this will no
longer be available. It is estimated that the
change will affect around 10% of AIB’s current
account holders, who will now have to pay a
quarterly maintenance fee of €4.50 as well
as a raft of transaction charges, ranging from
€0.20 for debit card purchases and automated
transactions like direct debits, to €0.35 for ATM

withdrawals and €0.39 for over-the-counter
transactions. On average, a current account
holder can expect to pay around €18 a quarter
or €72 a year for using their current account.
Some AIB customers will still be able to avail of
fee-free banking, including those aged over 66
years and students.
		
Similarly, on November 23rd, Bank
of Ireland (BOI) is ending its ‘no transaction
fee’ offer for those who maintain a balance of
€3,000 in their current accounts. It is part of a
totally new pricing structure that the bank touts
as simplifying the way it charges for a current
account, by eliminating 26 individual charges
and replacing them with a single monthly fee

of €6. The table below illustrates the changes
to fee structure. Again, some types of current
accounts will remain exempt from transaction
and service charges, including Golden Years
accounts and student accounts. BOI points out
that, for some customers, who typically have a
high number of transactions over the year, they
will end up paying less overall under the new
pricing model, whereas customers with a low
number of transactions will see their annual
charges rise. For those who had up to now
avoided fees by keeping a minimum of €3,000
in their accounts, their previous charge of €5 a
quarter or €20 annually will rise a substantial
€52, to €72 per year in charges.

Table: BOI’s existing and new pricing models compared
Fee type

Current Pricing Model (up to 22/11/2020)

New Pricing Model (from 23/11/2020)

Maintaining the account (quarterly/monthly fee)
Fee for maintaining the account

€5.00 per quarter per account (€20 a year)

€6.00 per month per account (€72 a year)

Current account transaction fees (applied per transaction)
Direct debits / standing orders or online debits
/ credit transfers

€0.10

€0.00

Debit card – chip and pin / online transactions

€0.10

€0.00

Debit card – contactless taps

€0.01

€0.00

ATM transactions

€0.25

€0.00

Service charges (applied upon usage)
Charge for provision of a cheque book

€5 per book of 25 cheques *

€0.00

Unpaid items – direct debit, standing order or
cheque returned unpaid from your account

€12.70

€0.00

*Government cheque duties will still apply
Source: bankofireland.com
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Product/Tech News
An Post community supports
An Post is endeavouring to help the public, and particularly older
and vulnerable people living alone, to stay connected through
the current Covid-19 crisis, with a number of ‘Community Focus’
initiatives. The goal is to reduce feelings of isolation as the need
for us all to remain apart continues. Among the range of supports
on offer for customers through the winter are the following:
		 Check-in service: An Post’s delivery staff will continue
to check in regularly on older or vulnerable customers along
their routes by calling to their front door. Family members of
customers who would benefit from this free service can register
them at https://www.anpost.com/Community/Request-a-CheckIn, providing the relevant postal address and Eircode. Details
are sent to the customer’s local postperson who will call to the
address at the earliest opportunity. If a customer has difficulty in
accessing groceries or prescription medication, the postperson
can link them up with national charity ALONE for assistance.
		 Postage pick-up: If older or vulnerable customers
cannot get out to buy stamps for cards or letters, their
postperson will pick up their mail from their home and post it
for free, applying a postage mark in the local mail centre before
sending it on. An elderly person who has a card or letter they
need collecting can simply put a sign in their window that says “I
HAVE MAIL” and the delivery person will call by to get it on their
route.
		 Free postage to and from nursing and care homes: In a

new initiative to bring a little joy to nursing and care homes amid
renewed visiting restrictions, An Post is undertaking to ensure
free delivery of all card and letter mail posted to and from nursing
and care homes across the country. Senders simply have to write
“FREEPOST” where the stamp normally goes and An Post will
deliver cards and letters, with no postage stamp required.
		
Newspaper delivery: Older and vulnerable customers
who cannot get to the shops to get their newspapers can avail
of a free same-day delivery service. A range of newspaper titles
are included and you can buy a subscription for the newspaper of
your choice and register for free delivery at https://www.anpost.
com/Post-Parcels/Receiving/Newspaper-deliveries. This is a
Monday to Friday service and weekend papers will be delivered on
the following Monday.
		 Social welfare collection arrangements: Along with
social distancing and regular cleaning measures to safeguard
both the public and staff, post offices have a designated
period from 9am to 11am on Fridays for seniors or vulnerable
customers to collect social welfare payments or carry out any
other business. In addition, customers who cannot collect their
pension or other social welfare payments during the current
Covid-19 crisis can continue to nominate a person as their
temporary collection agent. The relevant forms and details on ID
requirements are available at all post offices and on anpost.com/
Community.

Ikea furniture buy back scheme
Swedish flatpack giant Ikea is launching a Buy Back scheme at the end of this month that will allow customers to sell their unwanted Ikea
furniture back to their local store, where it will be resold as part of the company’s sustainability strategy. From November 27th, a date
timed to coincide with Black Friday and the excessive consumption that this brings, Ikea stores in 27 countries including Ireland will pay
customers in vouchers for fully assembled drawer units, tables, chairs, desks, cabinets, shelving and cupboards. The vouchers will have
no expiry date so that customers can wait to find something they really need before spending them. Customers will be able to get as much
as 50% of the original purchase price for items that are “as new” and in pristine condition. This will reduce to 40% for items that are in
“very good” condition with only minor scratches and to 30% for items that are “well used” with several scratches.
		
To avail of the service, customers will first have to complete an online form, which will be assessed by Ikea experts before a
preliminary offer is made. Customers then take their assembled, unwanted furniture along with the preliminary offer to the Returns and
Exchanges desk at Ikea to complete the process. Bought items will be put on sale in a designated second-hand area of the store and 		
anything that is not sold will be recycled. The system has already been tested for over a year at Ikea’s Edinburgh and Glasgow outlets.
		
According to Ikea, the Buy Back scheme seeks to give a second life to many Ikea products and offer easier and more affordable
solutions to help people live more sustainably. The initiative marks another step in the company’s journey towards its stated goal of
becoming “a fully circular and climate positive business by 2030”.

The products featured on these pages have not been tested by the Consumers’
Association of Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an endorsement of them.
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Are smart appliances a smart buy?
White goods today may no longer merely
focus on the basics of getting your clothes
or dishes clean or keeping your fresh food
chilled or frozen – instead they may offer
smart features that provide all sorts of
fancy add-ons. Wi-fi-enabled washing
machines can be started, paused and
monitored from a smartphone; smart
dishwashers can order more salt when
levels are running low; and internetconnected fridges can provide an interior
camera to let you check the contents from
the supermarket. Whether or not you will
find these and other advanced capabilities
useful is a matter of personal preference,
but smart features will definitely push the
purchase price up, sometimes by hundreds
of euro. Beyond the higher cost, an issue
with smart appliances is a lack of clarity
from manufacturers about how long they
plan to support their connected appliances
with the software and security updates that
are critical to protect against current and
emerging cyberthreats.
		
Although a smart fridge or
dishwasher may not seem like an obvious
security risk, if these internet-connected
household devices have security
vulnerabilities they can provide an
opportunity for hackers to steal data,

either from the appliance itself or by using
it to target other devices in the home wi-fi
network. It is a concern then that most
manufacturers have been unclear about
their software update policies and how long
they will provide support to their smart
appliances.
		
We have become resigned to
the fact that our mobile phones may only
receive software security updates for
a couple of years, driving us to replace
them periodically, but consumers
rightly expect their white goods to last
considerably longer – and high-priced
smart appliances should be no different.
It is not unreasonable to expect products
like dishwashers, washing machines and
fridge freezers to last up to ten years before
needing replacement. However, if software
updates end long before the appliance
wears out, then the appliance becomes
a clear security risk and the advanced
functionality, for which the consumer has
paid dearly, may also be lost. This is bad for
the consumer but also for the environment,
as it can lead to an appliance ending up on
the scrap heap long before it should.
		
Our UK colleagues at Which
have investigated this issue by surveying
big-name companies that produce smart

white goods about how long they intend
to provide security updates for their
connected products, and they received
largely vague and inconsistent responses.
Most of the companies said that security
support will last for “the life of the product”
but the manufacturers, including BSH, LG
and Whirlpool, were generally unwilling
to provide a specific length of time.
According to Which, Hoover/Candy claimed
it depends on factors like regularity of use
and proper maintenance, Beko stipulated
“a maximum of ten years”, while Samsung
pointed to “a minimum of two years”. Only
Miele gave a definitive commitment to
supporting its smart appliances with ten
years of security updates. Where there is
no clear policy, manufacturers are free to
decide how long the product’s lifetime can
be and this can mean that a smart appliance
may have a much shorter lifespan, at least
in terms of full functionality, than a nonsmart equivalent. As a result, consumers
may prefer to stick with more reliable and
substantially cheaper non-smart appliances
for the moment.

Keeping it simple
Recent research published by the Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI) considered the effectiveness of eco-labelling in
informing consumers about important environmental information relating to a product, especially when the consumer is under time
pressure in the middle of a large weekly supermarket shop. Researchers used a computerised online experiment to investigate the
ability of a busy consumer to process labelling about a product’s environmental impacts.
		
The study considered two different aspects of eco labels:
i) whether the environmental information was communicated as specific, verbal information or standardised on a colour-coded
scale, and
ii) whether the information was framed positively (e.g. 80% of the packaging of this product is recyclable) or negatively (e.g. 20% of
the packaging of this product is not recyclable).
		
Participants undertook two online shopping tasks where they had to complete grocery shopping lists containing food and
everyday household goods. In one session, they could take as long as they wanted to shop, whereas the second session was under
a time limit, to simulate shopping when in a hurry. All of the products had an eco label that varied in format from a standardised
red-green scale to specific verbal information, some of which was framed positively and some negatively.
		
The study revealed that participants chose more environmentally friendly products when the eco label was standardised
and colour-coded than when the label displayed verbal information, particularly when they were shopping under time constraints.
Their purchasing decisions were not affected by whether the environmental information was positively or negatively framed. Thus,
the study provides good evidence that standardised, colour-coded eco labels lead consumers to choose more environmentally
friendly products. Although this type of eco label communicates less factual information than a verbal description of environmental
impact, it looks to be more persuasive in influencing consumers’ choices, especially when they are busy and trying to shop fast.
These findings have policy implications for simplifying environmental information on products to aid consumers who are buying
multiple products in a hurry.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Food safety

Food Safety in Weather-related Emergencies
When the weather causes havoc in our homes, safefood has
some advice for keeping our families safe from food-related
illness.
We all have a lot to deal with this winter
and we will be hoping that the weather is
kind and does not create major problems
in terms of flooding, frozen pipes or power
cuts. But there are no guarantees that
just because we already have enough on
our plates that weather-related issues will
not occur and, when they do, food safety
concerns can arise. All-island organisation
safefood has some important food safety
advice for emergency situations.

Flooding
Flooding can have a devastating effect on
your home and if floodwater enters the
kitchen area particularly you will need to
take specific measures. Floodwater can
contain harmful bacteria from sewage,
animal waste or overflow from drains.
The contamination risks posed mean
that any food that has come into contact
with floodwater must be immediately
binned. All crockery, utensils and cooking
equipment will need to be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected, along with all
work surfaces and the inside of the fridge
and cupboards. You should make sure to
replace any items such as plates or work
surfaces that have been badly chipped or
damaged, as bacteria may be present and
can be very hard to remove.

Power cuts
Power outages have implications for the
safety of food stored in your fridge and
freezer. During the power cut, try to avoid
opening the fridge and freezer to help
maintain the cold temperatures within. If
the power cut lasts less than two hours,
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the food in your fridge and freezer will be
safe to eat. If the power is off for more
than two hours, safefood recommends
throwing away the food in your fridge.
In contrast, food should remain
safe in your freezer if the power cut lasts
up to 24 hours. You should leave the food
inside and avoid opening the door as this
will raise the temperature. If the freezer
takes longer than 24 hours to restart,
then all foods contained inside will need
to be examined individually and dealt
with accordingly. Some foods thaw less
quickly than others so not everything will
be spoiled and unsafe to eat.
You can safely refreeze the following:
• Raw meat and poultry if they contain ice
crystals
• Vegetables if ice crystals are present
• Fruit
However, you should throw away the
following:
• Baked items that have cream frosting or
filling
• Puddings
• Ice cream
• Cooked dishes and shellfish if they are
showing signs of thawing or if they have
been in a temperature of more than 5°C
for longer than three hours.
As always with food safety, if in
doubt, throw it out. You do not want to
risk a nasty bout of food poisoning in an
already fraught situation.

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donodghue

Water supply issues
Issues with the quality of our drinking water
have arisen all too often in recent years
and heavy rainfall can have an impact on
our water supply, creating contamination
problems. If your drinking water has
been contaminated, you will need to boil
and cool it before you drink it or use it to
prepare food. Everyday tasks like brushing
your teeth, washing vegetables and fruit,
cooking and making ice should all be done
with cool boiled water or bottled water.
Regular and thorough hand-washing must
be maintained but you should avoid using
contaminated water and instead use water
from water tankers if these have been
provided or, alternatively, bottled water,
hand wipes or sanitisers.
Particular concerns arise when
there is a baby in the house and you need
to prepare a baby’s bottle. Where there
are water contamination concerns, you
will need to use water from water tankers
where available or, alternatively, ready-tofeed liquid formula if you have it. If you use
bottled water, this will need to be brought
to a ‘rolling boil’ and left covered to cool for
no more than half an hour. Some natural
mineral water contains high levels of salt,
which is not ideal for feeding a baby – as
a result, this option should be used for as
short a time as possible where there is no
alternative. If you are unable to boil water
because there is also a power cut and you
have no ready-to-feed liquid formula to
hand, safefood notes that you can use any
still bottled water to make up a feed as
long as you use the feed immediately.
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Lifestyle/Consumer rights

Gift Shopping in a Pandemic
Key advice for consumers on their rights and how to stay protected
by keeping calm as they carry on with their festive shopping.
REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• Consumer rights
• In-store and online
• Gift vouchers
One thing is certain (and it may be the only
thing that is!) – Christmas 2020 will be a
Christmas like no other. The seasonal
hustle and bustle that is so much of a
part of the run-up to the festivities is
unfortunately to be avoided this year as
we strive to remain socially distanced, and
we have been urged to get buying earlier
to eliminate the traditional Christmas rush
and accompanying crowded streets and
stores. Moreover, with all but essential
retail closed for the month of November,
many of us will be looking online to fulfil
family members’ gift wishlists for the big
day. All the unknowns and unknowables
of our current circumstances are
concentrating our minds on making our
preparations earlier than ever, but it is
important that we do not panic and that we
remain savvy shoppers.
		
Browsing the aisles looking for
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gift ideas has long been a pleasurable part
of the festive shopping experience but it is
not possible at the moment and, even when
physical shops do reopen, it is probably
wise to do any browsing online, compare
prices and offerings, make a list of what you
need and take a more targeted approach
to your shopping expeditions. Making use
of ‘click and collect’ options can make for a
very swift and efficient shopping trip where
all you have to do is drop by to pick up your
purchase – and this may still be possible
through November in many cases.
		
Given current restrictions, online
buying may be one of the few options left
open to us and the appeal of doing all our
shopping safe at home on the couch has
never been greater. But whether we shop
in-store or online, this Christmas more than
any other we need to keep a cool head and
shop wisely, aware of our consumer rights
and alert to possible pitfalls. Consumer
Choice considers how you can stay
protected as you shop.

In-store
Although in-store opportunities for

gift shopping are limited at the time of
writing, they will hopefully return by the
start of December and there are some key
points that you will need to keep in mind.
Unless the product you buy is faulty or
deficient in some way, you have no legal
right to a refund or even an exchange.
If a dress doesn’t fit, a cushion doesn’t
match your sofa or your son found the
calculator he thought he lost and doesn’t
need the replacement you bought – these
all count as a change of mind and your
chances of getting your money back or
swapping your purchase for something
else is down to the returns policy of the
retailer. To encourage consumers to
buy, many shops offer decent returns
policies that include full refunds, but
they are under no legal obligation to
do so. In recent years in the run-up
to Christmas, retailers have sought to
boost confidence among shoppers by
extending their returns period from the
standard 28 days to a date in January to
give gift recipients a chance to return any
unwanted items. And with early buying a
key recommendation in today’s pandemic
November 2020

are the safest option.

world, these extended periods are more
important than ever. Check before you
buy what the returns policy is and that
the returns period will extend well into
January to give the recipient of any gifts
the opportunity to change them.

CAI tip: Use a gift voucher or gift card as
soon as possible.

Online

CAI tip: Check before you buy that the
returns period will extend well into
January.
		
If you are buying something at a
discount or on sale, check that the shop’s
returns policy still applies as discounted
items may be treated differently to fullprice items.
		
Gift receipts, which provide
proof of purchase but do not show the
price, typically allow someone to swap
the item for a different one or to receive
store credit. They usually do not allow for
a refund of the purchase price. If you are
really unsure about whether the recipient
will like your gift, consider giving them
the actual receipt. Refunds are generally
issued in the form the payment was
made. So, paying in cash will mean that
the refund will be paid in cash, whereas
card payments are refunded to the debit
or credit card used, which may cause
difficulties for someone returning a gift.
CAI tip: Pay for a gift in-store in cash
where possible, get a receipt and give
the receipt with the present.
		
In this Covid era, many retailers
are no longer accepting cash and instead
are insisting on card payments. They are
legally allowed to do so, but consumers
must be given advance warning that
cash will not be accepted – for example,
through appropriate signage.

Gift vouchers
Since last December, consumers have
improved rights when it comes to gift
vouchers. Whereas, in the past, retailers
could impose whatever limitations
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they liked on the vouchers they issued,
vouchers must now have an expiry date of
at least five years. Moreover, you do not
have to use the full value of the voucher
in one transaction and more than one
gift voucher may be used at a time to
pay for an item. However, be aware that
some gift cards are exempt from these
new rules, including One4All cards that
can be used in a wide range of retailers
or a shopping centre gift card that is
not limited to the shopping centre but
can be used in other businesses located
elsewhere. Moreover, most gift cards
will have monthly maintenance fees that
kick in after a set period of time, whittling
away at the value of the card if you do not
use it soon enough.
		
Vouchers bought on deal
websites are also exempt from the gift
voucher legislation. Deal websites are
platforms that offer vouchers for goods,
services or experiences from a range
of businesses, such as restaurants or
beauty salons. You pay the deal website
the price but redeem the voucher with a
third-party business.
		
Even when no expiry period
applies, a savvy consumer will always
use a gift voucher sooner rather than
later, especially in today’s uncertain
economic climate with the sad potential
for businesses to find it too difficult to
continue trading. If a retailer goes out
of business, it will be very hard – if not
almost impossible – for a consumer to
redeem the value of their gift voucher.
This may be the year when cash presents

A big difference between buying in-store
and purchasing online is effectively the
right to change your mind. Within the
EU, a 14-day cooling-off period applies
when you buy an item at a distance, such
as online or over the phone, during which
time you can withdraw from or cancel the
contract without having to give a reason.
For a product or good, the 14 days begins
when you receive delivery of the item
and, for a service, the cooling-off period
starts when you conclude the contract.
Be aware that the 14-day cooling-off
period doesn’t apply to all items – for
example, if you personalise a gift or have
something custom-made, if the goods are
perishable, or if items such as computer
programmes or games, DVDs or CDs have
been unsealed, then you won’t be able to
change your mind within the period. So
be sure the item is what you want before
you part with your money. If you are
cancelling the contract, put it in writing
to the trader, as this could prove useful
if you experience difficulties with the
returns process.
		
As ever when buying online, do
your research before you buy, particularly
when you are considering purchasing
from unfamiliar websites. Ensure that
full contact details including a postal
address are provided. Conduct an
internet search to find feedback from
previous customers and check for online
reviews and comments about the quality
of products or services and the reliability
of the trader in terms of delivery and
returns issues.
		
Having said to do your research,
you need to keep in mind the growing
prevalence of fake reviews, designed to
give a better impression of the company
or product. A fake review online is a
post purporting to be from a genuine
customer who has used the product or
service but is actually a positive review
planted there and often paid for by the
seller. Look out for warning signs, such
as over-enthusiastic language or a lack
of details and specifics, and check for
verified purchases and other reviews by
the reviewer.
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CAI tip: Buy from EU-based websites
where possible to avail of EU consumer
protections and avoid unexpected
customs and VAT charges.
		
Be aware that, particularly for
goods coming or going long distances,
there may be fewer planes in the air and
the possibility for disruption, so buy as
early as possible to give the best chance
of the item arriving in time for the big day.
Moreover, with pandemic restrictions
leading to temporary shop closures and
with many consumers avoiding physical
shops altogether, online retailers will be
dealing with unprecedented demand, so
get your order in early.

CAI tip: Carefully research your online
purchase and seller but beware of fake
reviews.
		
Try to buy from websites based
in the EU so that you can avail of the
attaching EU consumer protections and
redress mechanisms. Do not assume
that a trader is based in a particular
country from their website address – for
example, ‘ie’ does not necessarily mean
that the website is based in Ireland.
You may need to delve a little deeper
to find out where the trader is located.
Supporting Irish manufacturers and
retailers should be a key focus for us all
this Christmas where possible as we do
our bit to help local companies to weather
this unprecedented economic storm
and our online purchasing decisions
can make a big difference here. Buying
from Irish websites may not always be
possible, however – but by keeping your
transactions within the EU at least, you
have a raft of rights that you can rely
on. In contrast, when you deal with
companies outside the EU, you will be
dependent on the trader’s own terms and
conditions and returns policies. Items
coming from outside the EU may also
be subject to unexpected customs or
VAT bills that may be collected on your
doorstep by the company that delivers
your parcel and that could significantly
push up the overall cost. If you buy from
an individual rather than a business,
either directly or through a website
or online auction, keep in mind that
consumer legislation does not apply and
you will have no consumer rights to rely
on if you are unhappy with your purchase
for any reason.
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CAI tip: Do your online shopping early to
allow for delivery delays.
		
Be careful not to buy counterfeit
goods, as these are often of poor quality
and, in some cases, are dangerous.
Moreover, you are unlikely to be able to
get any form of redress if you encounter
difficulties given that the sale of fake
goods is illegal. The old mantra applies
- if a deal looks too good to be true, it
probably is.
		
Paying by credit card, or some
debit cards issued by major credit card
companies, offers the best protection as
you may be able to avail of a chargeback
if something goes wrong, such as
non-delivery of the item. Moreover, keep
an eye on your credit card statement to
ensure that you have been billed correctly
and, where there is a discrepancy, get in
touch with your bank immediately.
		
For more on your consumer
rights, visit our website at thecai.ie. Stay
safe as you shop, whether in-store or
online, and keep alert to protect yourself
and your finances.

Choice Comment
This year, more than any, the need
for the consumer to be alert to the
possibility of loss, fraud, misleading
advertising
and
rogue
traders
must be of a primary concern. The
pandemic is proving an enormous
challenge and upset to all good people
while it is presenting unimaginable
opportunities and potential to those
who would seek to profit from others’
misfortune. The information above is
there to help inform you as a consumer
and the tips are the simple Dos in all
your considerations when shopping.
There is one other unknown,
however. that should be considered
and that is the effect of Brexit on
our rights and entitlements. Trading
terms and conditions will have the
potential to change over time. We will
not be buying under EU provisions and
protections but rather from a thirdlevel country where retailers will be
determining their preferred rules in
terms of delivery and returns. This
should be kept in mind from now and
forward into 2021 as a marker and
reminder to enquire regarding your
rights and the guarantees that you can
rely upon. They may remain or even
improve, but, until you are advised
of their precise nature, do not make
assumptions – they can be costly.
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Money/Mortgage market

The Ageing Mortgagee
Consumer Choice investigates the age profile
of mortgagees and the obstacles faced by the
older borrower.
The average age of the first-time buyer in
Ireland has been rising over recent years.
According to Real Estate Alliance (REA),
the average age of a first-time buyer in
Ireland in 2016 was 34 years, up from 29
years a decade before in 2006. The reasons
for this rise in age of first-time buyers is
attributed to various ongoing factors.
		
In the first instance, potential
buyers must contend with the Central
Bank rules, which means that, in order to
obtain a mortgage, potential first-time
buyers must come up with a 10% deposit
and deal with the multiplier cap of 3.5
times their income. For those seeking to
borrow who own or have previously owned
property, then they must hold a 20%
deposit.
		
In monetary terms, the Central
Bank restrictions look like this: a couple
with a combined average industrial wage
income of €74,000 can borrow 3.5 times
their income, giving a buying power of
€259,000, to which must be added a
10% deposit for first-time buyers. This
is certainly a substantial amount of
money – however, when considered in
the context of different locations such as
Dublin where, according to Daft.ie, the
average sales price for a property in 2020
is €379,000, this purchasing power is
simply not enough. The shortfall must be
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made up, which generally means further
saving periods are required. These figures
demonstrate how the current Central
Bank rules are contributing to potential
borrowers postponing property purchase
for some time, making first-time buyers
older.

Other factors
A further element contributing to the
increasing average age of first-time
buyers is the punishingly high rental rates
across the country. According to Daft.
ie, Ireland’s average rent is €1,400 per
month. The average home rental rates in
Dublin is approximately €2,030 a month.
For most renting at these rates, the ability
to save for a 10% deposit and additional
purchase funds to bridge the gap between
borrowing power and market prices is
proving to be extremely tough and it most
certainly is taking longer and longer to get
mortgage-ready.
		
The current housing crisis is
a further obstacle for potential home
buyers. The crisis is being caused by an
ongoing shortage of supply and a market
basic means that when supply and
demand do not match, prices are affected.
With higher levels of demand for property
than supply can meet, prices of property
remain elevated. With higher property

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes
At a glance
• Average borrower age
• Mortgage terms and repayment rates
• Seeking financial advice
prices, restrictive Central Bank rules and
high rents, the ability of potential buyers
to save is more and more difficult and
therefore takes longer and longer.
		
A further factor that impacts
some potential borrowers is the
increasingly uncertain nature of
employment. In many sectors of society,
including academia, primary and post
primary teaching, it is increasingly
difficult to secure permanent
employment and the current pandemic
is causing widespread uncertainty in
many work settings, a further obstacle
for potential borrowers in securing a
mortgage.
		
All these factors, to varying
degrees, are causing the average firsttime buyer to become older. The extent
of the delay will depend on how many
factors affect the particular potential
borrower and what access the individual
has to sums of cash from family or other
sources and, where a person wishes to
purchase, whether a household has one
or two incomes.

Mortgage terms and repayment
rates
How soon a person manages to get onto
that property ladder does matter, most
importantly because of the impact this
November 2020

will have on the term of the loan and, as
a consequence, the repayment rates
required to be paid monthly. The older a
borrower is, the shorter term of mortgage
they are likely to obtain, with many
banks applying maximum age limits of
between 65 and 70 years for completion
of a mortgage term. The longer the term
of the mortgage, the greater the number
of repayments, which translates into
smaller monthly repayments. Table 1 and
Table 2 below demonstrate the monthly
repayment differences arising from a
shorter term compared with a longer term.
Take the example of a property in Dublin
with a mortgage of €400,000 over the

longer term of 35 years at an interest rate
of 3.8%, which would require a monthly
repayment of €1,723, compared with
a 20-year term, which would increase
the monthly repayments to €2,381 – a
whopping monthly difference of over €600
per month. For most, that €600 increase
per month would not be affordable and so
buyers are forced to change location or
downsize to a cheaper property.
		
For those who can afford to
sustain the higher payments over the
shorter term, they will enjoy a reduced
interest payment over the term. Taking
the example of a €250,000 mortgage with
a 3.8% interest rate over a 35-year-term,

total repayments would amount to
€452,401 and of this €202,401 would be
interest. If this mortgage was paid over
20 years, the total amount paid would
amount to €357,296 of which €107,296
would be interest – therefore a saving
of almost €100,000 would be made for
the borrower able to service the higher
repayments over the shorter term.
		
In Ireland generally, for
borrowers in their early forties, whether
a first-time buyer or trading up, lenders
mostly do not offer terms longer than 30
years. For some lenders, a 35-year term
is available but only in the case where
the end of the term is reached before

TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF THE EFFECT OF MORTGAGE TERM ON REPAYMENTS FOR A €250,000 LOAN
Example age for obtaining
mortgage

Mortgage amount

Interest rate

Term

Monthly repayment

30 years

€250,000

3.8%

35 years

€1,077

40 years

€250,000

3.8%

25 years

€1,292

TABLE 2: EXAMPLES OF THE EFFECT OF MORTGAGE TERM ON REPAYMENTS FOR A €400,000 LOAN
Example age for obtaining
mortgage

Mortgage amount

Interest rate

Term

Monthly repayment

30 years

€400,000

3.8%

35 years

€1,723

40 years

€400,000

3.8%

20 years

€2,381

the borrower’s retirement. In real terms
it appears that older borrowers over the
age of 50 find it extremely difficult to
secure a mortgage because when stress
testing is applied over a very short term,
the repayments are so high, that unless
they have a very substantial income
borrowers at this age will not pass the
stress test. This test is applied by lenders
when deciding on mortgage applications
and it tests the borrower’s ability to make
the proposed repayments if interest rates
were to rise and generally stress tests add
an additional 2% to the current interest
rate.

Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan
If a mortgage applicant has two mortgage
applications refused, they may be
eligible to apply for a mortgage under
the government’s Rebuilding Ireland
Home Loan. Such loans are available
to first-time buyers through their local
authority and can be used to purchase
new or second-hand properties. Like
private lending institutions, an age
restriction applies and applicants must be
aged between 18 and 70 years. Applicants
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must be in continuous employment for
a minimum of two years and have an
annual income of not more than €50,000
as a single applicant or not more than
€75,000 combined incomes in the case of
joint applicants. The property you wish
to purchase must be occupied as the
applicant’s normal place of residence.
The property to be built or purchased
under this scheme must be not more than
175 square metres and must not exceed
the maximum market value. Borrowers
on this scheme can choose from two
different interest rates: 2.745% for up
to 25 years or 2.995% fixed for up to 30
years. The maximum term over which
this loan can be borrowed is 30 years,
but this may be shorter depending on the
age of the applicant. Applicants aged 35
years can borrow over 30 years whereas
applicants aged 45 years will be offered
a maximum term of 25 years. Applicants
can borrow 90% of the market value of the
property up to a maximum purchase price
of €320,000 in Cork, Dublin, Galway, Louth,
Kildare and Wicklow and €250,000 in the
rest of the country – therefore, applicants
can borrow €288,000 or €225,000, once

the 10% deposit is deducted.

Financial advice
For mortgage applicants who face
potential difficulties securing a mortgage,
a financial adviser may be able to help
with your application and identify which
lenders might be suitable to apply to.
Choosing a financial adviser can be
confusing given the many terms used
to describe financial advisers. Some
are independent and offer advice on
all financial products available on the
market, while others offer a restricted
service, providing advice on a limited
number of products only. When choosing
a financial adviser, check that they
are regulated by the Central Bank of
Ireland and establish how much they
will charge you. Ask them if they are
paid a commission from the lending
institution. If possible before choosing an
adviser, contact other financial advisors
and compare fees, qualifications and
experience. For further information on
choosing a financial advisor and in order
to check the register to ensure they are
regulated, visit centralbank.ie.
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MONEY / Tax Guide 2021

Tax
Guide 2021
Consumer Choice considers Budget 2021
and the impact on consumers.
On Tuesday, 13th October 2020, Minister
for Finance Paschal Donohoe announced
the budget for 2021. Last year we noted
that the 2020 budget was framed in
a time of unprecedented uncertainty
and aimed at coping with potentially
difficult times ahead. Little did we know
just how difficult those times would
prove to be and just how uncertain the
situation would become. Commentators
have noted that this year’s budget is
like no other in the history of the State.
Despite unprecedented spending as the
government has sought to deal with the
seismic shock that is the coronavirus
pandemic alongside the ongoing
uncertainty surrounding Brexit, there will
arguably be little change in the day-to-day
situation for taxpayers and social welfare
recipients arising from Budget 2021. As is
traditional, Consumer Choice presents our
annual Tax Guide highlighting some key
aspects of Budget 2021 that will affect
consumers over the next year.

Personal taxes
In a budget where billions of euro have
been channeled into the economy and
health and public services, there are few
changes to personal taxation. Similar to
last year, it may be tricky to spot yearto-year differences between the 2020
figures and the 2021 figures on our tables
below as much has remained unchanged.
The income tax rate bands introduced in
Budget 2019 remain in place and income
tax continues to be charged at 20% at the
standard rate and 40% at the higher rate.
There are some small changes in the
bands for the Universal Social Charge
(USC). Although no adjustments were
made to the USC in Budget 2020, in
January of this year, the USC threshold for
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moving from the 2% rate to the 4.5% rate
was raised in line with an increase in the
minimum wage, from €19,874 to €20,484.
Under Budget 2021, the ceiling of the 2%
band has risen again, from €20,484 to
€20,687, to reflect a further increase of
10 cent an hour to the minimum wage and
to ensure that the salary of a full-time
worker on the minimum wage will remain
outside the higher rates of USC. Medical
card holders can continue to avail of a
reduced rate of USC of 0.5% on the first
€12,012 and 2% on the balance until the
end of December 2021.
		
The Earned Income Tax Credit,
available to self-employed persons and
proprietary directors who are not eligible
for the PAYE Tax Credit on their salary
income, has been increased from €1,500
to €1,650 in a change that will be applied
for the 2020 tax year. This is the final step
in an effort over the last number of years
to eliminate the disparity in tax credits
between the self-employed and PAYE
employees.
		
The Dependent Relative Tax
Credit has seen a substantial increase
from €70 to €245 and is available for
those who maintain a relative at their own
expense. The relative must be unable to
maintain themselves due to incapacity
by old age or infirmity or they can be
parent who is widowed or a surviving civil
partner, whether incapacitated or not, or
a child who lives with the taxpayer and on
whose services the taxpayer depends due
to age or infirmity.
		
The rate of 33% for Capital
Acquisitions Tax and the tax-free
thresholds for the different categories
of beneficiaries of gifts or inheritances
remain unchanged.
		
To reflect the greatly increased

Report by Clodagh O'Donoghue

prevalence of employees working
from home amid the pandemic, the
cost of broadband may be deemed an
allowable home expense for tax relief
purposes effective from 2020. Other
vouched expenses may also be covered
where they are “wholly, exclusively and
necessarily” part of the employee’s
work and the employer does not make a
contribution towards the expense. More
information on this is due to become
available from Revenue shortly.
		
A tax debt warehousing
scheme will allow taxpayers who
self-assess for income tax and who
are adversely financially affected by
the coronavirus pandemic to defer
payment of their 2019 balance and
preliminary tax for 2020 for 12 months
at 0% interest. After the 12-month
period, a reduced interest rate of 3% a
year will apply with no surcharge. If the
taxpayer’s income for 2020 is also at
least 25% lower than income for 2019,
the 2020 balance and 2021 preliminary
tax can also be warehoused.

Social welfare
There are no increases in weekly social
welfare payments and other changes
in this area are limited. All long-term
social welfare recipients will again
receive a Christmas bonus of 100% of
their regular payment in early December
this year and this has been extended to
include those on the Covid-19 Pandemic
Unemployment Payment (PUP) and
jobseeker’s payments for at least four
months, and this four-month period
does not need to be continuous. In
addition, an earnings threshold of
€480 per month has been introduced
for self-employed people getting PUP to
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allow them to take up occasional work
opportunities without losing the PUP.
		
For parents, the earnings
threshold of €425 for the One-Parent
Family Payment will be removed from
April 2021 and the income thresholds
for the Working Family Payment will be
increased by €10 a week for families
with up to three children. From January
2021, there will be an increase in the
weekly rate for Qualified Child Payment
of an additional €5 for children over 12
years and an extra €2 for those under
12, bringing payments to €45 and €38,
respectively. Parents of children born or
adopted from November 2019 can avail of
a three-week extension in parents’ leave,
bringing the leave period from two weeks
to five weeks and paid at a rate of €245 a
week.
		
The Widowed or Surviving
Civil Partner Grant – a one-off payment
for widows, widowers or surviving civil
partners who have one or more dependent
children living with them at the date of
death – will increase by €2,000, from
€6,000 to €8,000, from January 2021.
From June 2021, the earnings disregard
for the Disability Allowance will increase
by €20 per week to €140 and the Carer’s
Support Grant will increase by €150 to
€1,850 per year.

		
From the start of 2021, there
will be a €5 increase in the weekly Living
Alone Allowance, bringing it to €19, and
the Fuel Allowance will rise from €24.50
to €28 a week. The qualifying age for a
State pension will remain at 66 years,
with legislation due to defer the planned
increase in pension age to 67 years from
1st January 2021.

Other measures
The carbon tax on fuel saw a rise of €7.50
to €33.50 per tonne, with the increase
applying to automotive fuels immediately
and to solid fuels from May 2021. Carbon
tax is set to increase by €7.50 each year
until 2029 and then by €6.50 in 2030
to bring it to a total of €100 per tonne.
From carbon tax revenue, €100 million
will be invested in improving the energy
efficiency of homes through an expansion
of the Warmer Homes Scheme and new
energy efficiency initiatives, such as the
National Home Retrofit Scheme. The
increased carbon tax will have an impact
on consumers through higher petrol and
diesel prices for motorists and higher
fuel costs for home heating.		
		
Motorists will also see increases
in motor tax and vehicle registration tax
(VRT) as part of government efforts to
discourage people from driving cars with

high emissions. A third rate for motor
tax will be introduced for cars registered
from 1st January 2021 to take account
of the introduction of the ‘Worldwide
Harmonised Light Vehicle Testing
Procedure’ (WLTP). VRT on cars and SUVs
will be calculated based on their CO2
emissions measured according to the
WLTP system and the nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions-based surcharge introduced
in Budget 2020 has been adjusted so that
vehicles emitting higher levels of NOx
levels will pay more.
		
Budget 2021 reduced the Value
Added Tax (VAT) rate for certain goods
and services from 13.5% to 9% from 1st
November 2020 until 31st December 2021.
This will primarily affect the supply of
restaurant and catering services, guest
and holiday accommodation, and various
entertainment services such as admission
to cinemas, theatres, museums,
fairgrounds and amusement parks. VAT
at 9% will also apply to hairdressing and
certain printed matter such as brochures,
maps and programmes.
		
Excise on a pack of 20 cigarettes
has again been increased by 50 cent from
14th October 2020, with a proportional
increase on other tobacco products. A
standard 20-pack of cigarettes will now
cost €14.

INCOME TAX RATES, CREDITS AND RELIEFS FOR 2021
Table 1: Income Tax - Standard Rate Bands
2020 (€)

2021 (€)

Increase (€)

Single Person

35,300

35,300

0

Married One Income

44,300

44,300

0

Married Two Incomes*

44,300 + 26,300 (max) = 70,600

44,300 + 26,300 (max) = 70,600

0

One Parent/Widowed Parent

39,300

39,300

0

* The increase in the rate band is capped at the lower of €26,300 in 2020 or the income of the lower earner.
Up to these thresholds, tax is paid at 20% and the balance is paid at 40%.

Table 2: Universal Social Charge (USC)
2020 (€)
Band

PAYE
Rate

Self-employed

2021 (€)

Rate

Band

PAYE

Self-employed

Rate

Rate

Exempt

Exempt

Income less than 13,000

Exempt

Exempt

Income less than
13,000

1- 12,012

0.5%

0.5%

1- 12,012

0.5%

0.5%

12,012-19,874*

2.0%

2.0%

12,012-20,687

2.0%

2.0%

19,874-70,044*

4.5%

4.5%

20,687-70,044

4.5%

4.5%

70,044-100,000

8.0%

8.0%

70,044-100,000

8.0%

8.0%

Over 100,000

8.0%

11.0%

Over 100,000

8.0%

11.0%

**In January 2020, these bands were adjusted slightly to reflect an increase in the minimum wage. The adjusted bands were €12,012 to €20,484 and €20,484 to €70,044.
Those whose total income is less than €13,000 are exempt from USC but, once income exceeds this exemption limit, USC is payable on the income total, as outlined above.
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Table 3: Income Tax Credits
Tax Credits
Personal Tax Credit

2020(€)

2021 (€)

Single Person

1,650

1,650

Married Couple /Civil Partnership

3,300

3,300

Widowed Person/Surviving Civil Partner
(in year of bereavement)

3,300

3,300

Single Person Child Carer Credit

1,650

1,650

Home Carer Tax Credit

1,600

1,600

Dependent Relative Tax Credit

70

245

Incapacitated Child Tax Credit

3,300

3,300

Blind Person Tax Credit

Widowed Parent Tax Credit

Age Tax Credit

Single

1,650

1,650

Married (both blind)

3,300

3,300

Year 1

3,600

3,600

Year 2

3,150

3,150

Year 3

2,700

2,700

Year 4

2,250

2,250

Year 5

1,800

1,800

Single

245

245

Married

490

490

Employee PAYE Tax Credit

1,650

1,650

Earned Income Tax Credit

1,500

1,650***

*** The increased credit will apply for 2020 also.

Table 4: Social welfare payments
State Pension (contributory)

State Pension (non-contributory)

2020 (€)

2021 (€)

Under 80 years

248.30

248.30

80 years or older

258.30

258.30

Under 80 years

237.00

237.00

80 years or older

247.00

247.00

Under 66 years

208.50

208.50

Aged 66 and under 80 years

248.30

248.30

80 years or older

258.30

258.30

Under 66 years

203.00

203.00

One-Parent Family Payment

203.00

203.00

Disability Allowance/Blind Person’s Pension

203.00

203.00

Under 66 years

219.00

219.00

66 years or older

257.00

257.00

245.00

245.00

Fuel Allowance

24.50

28.00

Living Alone Allowance

14.00

19.00

Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner Pension

Widowed/Surviving Civil Partner Pension (non
-contributory)

Carer’s Allowance

Maternity/Paternity/Adoptive Benefit

Table 5: Capital Acquisitions Tax - Tax-free thresholds
2020 (€)

2021(€)

Group A – Parent to child

335,000

335,000

Group B – Close relations

32,500

32,500

Group C – Relationship other than Group A or B

16,250

16,250
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Product Test/Vacuum Cleaners

Vacuum Cleaners

Four old-school corded vacuum cleaners are top of the class when
it comes to cleaning ability.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Corded vs cordless
• Features to look for
• Four Choice Buys

Vacuuming is a household chore that
few relish but having the perfect
vacuum cleaner can at least speed the
job up and minimise the effort involved.
However, the ‘perfect’ vacuum cleaner
may not be the same for everyone – and
the latest trend may not be the ideal
solution.
		
In the floor-cleaning category,
there has been a definite move away
from corded vacuum cleaners in
favour of cordless options that leave
you free to roam around the home,
unfettered by a cable tethering you to
a socket. Manufacturers have been
working to improve the deficiencies
that had been inherent in cordless
models, such as less suction power
and oomph than their corded siblings
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along with poor battery life that could
leave your floors half done as your
cordless device ran out of power before
finishing the job. However, recent
cordless models, particularly at the
top end of the market, have overcome
these challenges to a large extent and
many can now combine strong cleaning
ability with decent running time to rival
old-school corded vacuum cleaners.
Nonetheless, traditional models still
have their fans for a variety of reasons,
not least of which is price. Although
there are undoubtedly inexpensive
cordless models on sale in shops, to
get suction power and cleaning ability
to match traditional models you will
likely have to spend upwards from €300.
In contrast, our current four corded
Choice Buys all come in at €200 or
less. Consumer Choice considers your
options in the vacuum cleaner market
and highlights four cylinder models that
will deliver spotless flooring throughout
the home.

Corded versus cordless
Although cordless models are

undoubtedly hailed as the way forward,
there are some benefits to sticking
with traditional machines. We have
noted that you will get more bang for
your buck in terms of cleaning power,
as typically only top-of-the-range
cordless models with correspondingly
hefty price tags will provide as much
oomph as their corded cousins.
Cordless models also tout their
streamlined, compact dimensions but
this generally means that they can
hold much less dirt and debris – often
less than a litre – and so will need to
be emptied more frequently. This not
only represents an ongoing task but,
given that most cordless models are
bagless, regular emptying can create
problems for allergy sufferers. Despite
the popularity of bagless machines
since UK manufacturer Dyson first
introduced the concept, not everyone
is a fan. A key aim of bagless models
is to eliminate the ongoing expense and
inconvenience of having to replace the
dustbag, but bagged machines are in
fact much easier to empty, as all the
dust is contained neatly in a bag for
November 2020

straightforward and hygienic removal
and disposal. With most models, you
simply pull on a tag to seal the dustfilled bag and remove it in its entirety
to toss into the household bin. In
contrast, although an environmentally
friendly option, bagless models can
cause difficulties for those with asthma
or dust allergies as emptying the dust
from the container can be a messy
business with the potential for a cloud
of fine particles rising and affecting
those with sensitivities to allergens.
The fact that many bagless models now
offer superb allergen retention within
the machine is negated somewhat if the
process of emptying the dust canister
causes allergy problems. So, if opting
for a bagged model is important for
you, you may need to seek out a corded
vacuum cleaner.
		
Even though cordless models
have upped their suction power

greatly in recent years, many are still
better suited to picking up dirt from
less-challenging hard flooring. For
households with a lot of thick-pile
carpets, corded models will tend to
achieve a more thorough deep clean.
Moreover, while battery-operated
cordless models are ideal for a quick
regular hoover around, models that you
can plug into the mains for unlimited
running time are better for a dedicated
weekly blitz on the whole house. You
might also like to note that, as well as
tending to be more expensive, cordless
models are generally much noisier than
their corded cousins. So, depending
on your budget, your sensitivity to
allergens or noise, the main type
of flooring in your home, and your
vacuuming routine, a corded model can
be the better option compared with
newer cordless devices.
		
Our four current Choice Buys

are all corded and bagged cylinder
vacuum cleaners that focus on the
basics of delivering a thorough clean
with a few handy features or additions
to help with your cleaning routine.
Our vacuum cleaner reports generally
feature a number of Dyson models,
but the company took the decision in
2018 to no longer produce new corded
vacuum cleaners because it feels it
has succeeded in developing cordless
versions with equal suction power and
cleaning ability and so there is no longer
any need for users to be tethered to
a cable and a plug. As a result, there
are no new corded Dyson models to
recommend in our current report but
a number of corded Dyson vacuum
cleaners remain available in shops and
reviews of many of these models can
be found in our February 2019 issue of
Consumer Choice.

Features to look for
If you are opting for a corded model, some aspects to check before you buy include the following:

Cleaning heads
Most vacuum cleaners today come with a basic combination floor head, which works across all flooring types. You can
adjust the cleaning head when switching from carpet to hard flooring, or more premium models will self-adjust as you move
across different surfaces. Other floor tools may be provided, including spinning brush bars or powered turbo brushes that
loosen any embedded debris, such as pet hair or fur, from carpet pile before removing it.

Cord length
You should look for a vacuum cleaner with a long cable to ensure a decent cleaning radius, which measures the length from
the floorhead to the plug socket. The longer the cleaning radius, the more vacuuming you will get done before having to
change sockets.

Variable suction
As manufacturers have sought to increase the cleaning power of their machines, the strong suction action has made some
models almost impossible to push, particularly on thick carpet, for a normal averagely fit individual. This is where variable
suction control comes in, as you may need to adjust power settings to a suitable level for the flooring type you are working
on so that you can use a comfortable amount of pushing force. The best models have an adjustable dial or slider that lets
you change suction to the desired level. Controls may be positioned on the floorhead, on the body of the machine or, most
conveniently, on the handle, so that you don’t have to bend down to make constant adjustments.

Filters
A vacuum cleaner’s ability to retain allergens depends on the effectiveness of its filters, with some able to effectively
trap more than 99% of fine dust particles whereas others can let out almost as much dust as they take in. A degree of
maintenance is needed to keep filters working properly, so they may need to be washed regularly or replaced periodically,
or some are self-cleaning.

Accessories
Vacuum cleaners typically come with various additional accessories or tools to make your cleaning routine a little easier.
For example, along with alterative turbo floorheads for tackling ingrained hair or dirt, a crevice nozzle for getting into fiddly
corners or an upholstery brush for cleaning your soft furnishings may be provided. The number of supplied accessories will
tend to push up the price but may be worth the additional cost depending on your cleaning needs. Some models allow you
to handily store these tools within the body of the machine for easy access as you move around your home.
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Carpet

Wooden floors

Allergen retention

Pet hair removal

Noise

Ease of use


Carpet

Wooden floors

Allergen retention

Pet hair removal

Noise

Ease of use


1. AEG VX8-4-CR-A €200

2. Miele Complete C3 Pure Powerline €199

The Choice Buy AEG VX8-4-CR-A is a versatile and high-performing bagged vacuum

The Choice Buy Miele Complete C3 Pure Powerline does an excellent job of ridding your

cleaner that is particularly suited to pet owners and allergy sufferers. This AEG model

floors of dust and fine debris and, once trapped inside, the highly effective filters on

excels at cleaning hard floors, effortlessly sucking debris from deep crevices between

this machine will ensure that particles do not escape. What’s more, allergy sufferers

floorboards, and it also does a great job of leaving carpets spotless. Although the

will have minimal contact with any dust as they replace the disposable dustbag,

powerful suction may mean that this vacuum cleaner is hard to push on plush carpets,

which holds a very generous 3.5 litres. With a combination floorhead that can be

there is a range of power settings that can be easily adjusted either on the body of the

adapted for different flooring types, this Miele model is adept at sucking up dirt from

machine or via controls on the handle to let you find the optimum level for different floor

between crevices on hard flooring like tiling and floorboards and tackles even deep

types. At 7.7kg, this appliance is on the heavy end of cylinder models but it is adept at

carpets with gusto. With thick-pile carpets, however, you may need to make use of the

getting into tricky-to-reach places and the 11.7-metre-long reach means that you will

variable suction control to reduce the power from the highest setting and decrease the

be able to get a lot of vacuuming done before needing to change sockets. Pet owners

amount of pushing force needed. This well-designed and easy-to-use vacuum cleaner

will appreciate this model’s ability to efficiently rid flooring and upholstery of pet hair

effortlessly eliminates pet hair from both carpet and furniture and a number of useful

and the manufacturer claims that the 1.8-litre anti-odour dustbag helps to eliminate

accessories are supplied – including a dusting brush, upholstery head and crevice

nasty smells. Allergen retention is first rate and this vacuum cleaner is exceptionally

tool – all of which can be stored within the machine so you have them to hand as you

quiet. Handy accessories include a hard-floor cleaning tool, a crevice tool, a dusting

move around. With a generous cleaning radius of 12 metres, you will not have to change

brush and a turbo upholstery tool.

sockets too often and noise levels are kept to a minimum.
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3. AEG X Force VX6-2-CB-P €110

4. Hoover Telios Extra Pet TX50PET €180

For a relatively affordable price, the Choice Buy AEG X Force VX6-2-CB-P delivers

The Choice Buy Hoover Telios Extra Pet TX50PET is an easy-to-use bagged cylinder

excellent cleaning over all floor types. This AEG model is fairly light at 5.7kg and its 360°

vacuum cleaner that can be relied upon to leave your floors spotless and dust-free.

wheels help it to move smoothly in all directions, making it easy to navigate around

This Hoover model does an especially impressive jobs on hard flooring, getting dust

household obstacles like tables and chairs. It is particularly adept at suctioning up fine

and dirt out from crevices between floorboards and tiles. It is also very effective

dust from between floorboards and it also tackles carpets with ease, though you may

on carpets and those who find it hard to push over thick pile on the highest setting

need to turn the power level down so that you can push it comfortably over thick carpet

can make use of the slider control to reduce the suction, with excellent cleaning

pile. Once trapped inside, fine particles will not escape thanks to effective filters aiding

also achieved at lower power levels. This vacuum cleaner is also great at picking up

allergy sufferers, who will also be able to quickly and hygienically change the 2.8 litre

larger debris like crumbs or rice grains – an area where some machines can struggle.

dustbag when it is full. Pet owners will appreciate this vacuum cleaner’s ability to pick

Allergen retention is top notch on this vacuum cleaner, so all fine particles will remain

up pet hair and pull tufts of fur out of upholstery and it also helps that this machine is

trapped inside, and the dustbag holds an about-average two litres of dirt before it will

fairly quiet as it works away. An overall cleaning radius of a modest 8.7 metres means

need changing. Despite the name of this model, it did not score well in pet hair removal

that those with larger homes might end up changing plug sockets a good deal but this

tests, so pet owners might like to opt for one of our other Choice Buys. A cleaning

vacuum cleaner is easy to use on stairs and its supplied upholstery nozzle and crevice

radius of a very decent 9.9 metres means that plenty of vacuuming will get done before

tool can be conveniently stored on the machine.

you have to change sockets and, again, noise levels are kept to a minimum.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Headphones

Headphones
Listen up…Our testers have tried on and
tried out 52 sets of headphones, with something for every budget.
We have come to depend on headphones
and earphones as an essential piece of
kit to facilitate personalised listening,
either on the go or in our homes where
different members of the household are
often each on their own individual device.
What we need from our headphones
varies – for some, impeccable audio
quality and the ability to make sound
adjustments to suit personal preferences
will be the paramount concerns, but
others will be happy with merely decent
sound and instead prioritise comfort for
lengthy listening sessions, portability
or convenient control. For some, active
noise cancellation will be a must, and
they will be prepared to pay the higher
cost typically associated with this
feature. Others will favour wireless
models with impressive battery life for
uninterrupted listening throughout the
day. Much depends on your budget and
there are options at all price points, with
our current batch including products
for a miniscule €8 all the way up to an
eye-watering €389. Moreover, a hefty cost
does not necessarily guarantee a strong
performance. For this reason, our testers
have tried on and tried out a total of 52
headphones – including over-ear, on-ear
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and in-ear options – to find six Choice
Buys that make all the right noises.

Headphones on test
A key decision when buying headphones is
whether you are looking for over-ear, onear or in-ear models – though in practice,
you may well need more than one pair to
suit different listening environments and
situations. Many may prefer the discreet
nature of in-ear headphones to keep them
entertained when they are out and about,
opting to keep larger over-ear of on-ear
models for home listening when they can
really focus on the quality of the audio to
enhance their choice of music or other
content.
		
As well as being inconspicuous,
earphones or earbuds are easily carried
in a shirt pocket or purse – ready to
be deployed on the daily commute, for
example – and they can be inexpensive
so that you are not left at too much of
a financial loss if they get mislaid or
damaged along the way. Earphones can
be particularly useful when exercising,
with some models sporting a behind-theneck design or able to clip onto the ear for
a more secure fit. However, there may be
a trade-off in audio quality for all but the

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• 52 headphones on test
• Safety issues
• Six Choice Buys

highest-end in-ear headphones and only
a few in-ear models on test offer noise
cancellation, so ambient noise may be an
issue.
		
In contrast, all the over-ear
models on test provide noise cancellation
to allow you to immerse yourself in the
listening experience and audio quality
ranges from decent to outstanding.
However, over-ear headphones are pricey,
typically costing upwards from €100, and
are bulky to wear, completely covering
the ear with the cushioned surround
pressing against the side of the head. It
is a matter of taste whether you find this
design more comfortable for long listening
sessions than on-ear headphones that sit
directly on the ear and that allow for more
air circulation. A common trade-off with
on-ear headphones is the greater amount
of ambient noise that can filter through.
With both kinds of headphones, getting
the right fit is important if you plan to
listen for long periods, so it is a good idea
to try on any potential candidates before
you buy.
		
Devices of all sorts have been
ditching the cord or cable in recent years,
from lawnmowers to vacuum cleaners
to speakers, and headphones and
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earphones are no exception. In line with
recent trends, most of our models on
test are wireless, connecting to devices
via Bluetooth and sometimes including
an NFC option. Getting rid of the cable
on headphones eliminates the tedium
of untangling wires before you can start
listening and avoids the potential for the
cord to get damaged as it is wrapped
and unwrapped, stuffed into pockets
or shoved into bags, compromising the
quality of the connection.
		
Although wireless on-ear and
over-ear headphones have been available
for several years now, doing away with the
cord proved a greater challenge for in-ear
headphones, and headbands or cables
worn behind the neck to link the earbuds
have been used to give an almostwireless experience. In recent times,
however, ‘truly wireless’ in-ear products
have emerged so that each earbud is
now positioned entirely independently in
your ear for the ultimate in freedom and
convenience.
		
With all wireless models, an
initial problem was lower audio quality,
but manufacturers have worked hard to
overcome this, and wireless options now
rival and even outperform older wired
models. Opting for wireless headphones
means that you will need to think ahead
and have the battery charged and ready
to go for when you want to use them but
some manufacturers thoughtfully supply
a detachable cord that can be used to
provide a wired connection to devices to
let you continue listening if the battery
runs out, though without the noisecancelling feature. Early truly wireless
in-ear models suffered particularly from
poor battery life due to limits imposed by
their tiny size, and charging cases were
introduced to boost power supplies when
on the move. However, as the technology
has developed, battery life has improved,
though charging cases continue to play a
role in reviving a dead battery while you
are on the go.
		
It is clear that there will be
no move back to the cable given that
many primary devices – from TVs to
smartphones – no longer provide a
headphone socket for connecting wired
accessories and an adaptor will need to
be bought separately for those who prefer
to stick with a corded connection. For
traditionalists, one of our Choice Buys is
an old-school non-wireless set of on-ear
headphones that link to your device via
a cable only and that deliver excellent
sound quality.
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Safe listening
Although high-quality headphones can
really enhance listening enjoyment,
it is important that these devices are
used in a safe way that will not result
in injury or damage to your hearing.
Given the ubiquitous use of headphones
today, you need to be aware that these
devices can deliver sound at a volume
that is potentially unsafe and could
cause irreparable hearing loss. Inside
the ear are thousands of little hair-like
structures, known as hair cells, that are
responsible for transmitting sound to the brain, where it is processed. Excess
noise can cause permanent damage to these cells, interrupting the mechanism
of sound transmission. It has been well documented that the combination of
excess level of sound and duration of exposure contributes to potential hearing
problems. The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends a safe daily limit
from all sources of sound to 85dB (equal to a lawnmower or leaf blower) for eight
hours and notes that, alarmingly, some audio devices can produce sound as loud
as 136dB – at which point it would take only seconds to damage hearing. Thus,
it is important to recognise the need for healthy headphone use and make sure
to keep the sound at a comfortable level, be aware of how long you have been
listening and take breaks after prolonged listening sessions. Expert advice
suggests that you should start listening at a low volume and turn up the sound
until you can hear comfortably but no higher. You should make sure not to turn
up the volume to drown out an irritating noise as you may get used to that level
and forget to turn it back down. Better-quality headphones that produce higherfidelity sound let you experience more audio detail at lower volumes, helping to
safeguard your hearing. In addition, over-ear headphones typically provide a
good acoustic seal to the side of the head, so you don’t need to turn the sound
up as loud to hear well. If you prefer to opt for in-ear headphones, choose ones
with flexible or silicon eartips, which provide a better seal around the ear canal
and so do a better job of blocking outside noise than hard plastic earbuds. Some
devices, including smartphones, allow you to set a volume limit so you can’t play
the audio too loud and apps are available that monitor volume to protect hearing.
Investing in a pair of noise-cancelling headphones can also help, as these can
block background sounds so that you don’t have to keep turning up the volume to
drown out external noise.
		
Active noise cancellation is mainly a feature found on higher-priced
products and uses battery-powered electronics to counteract unwanted
external low-frequency and medium-frequency sounds. This can make for a
more immersive listening experience and helps to eliminate irritating background
noise - like the drone of an aircraft or train engine, for example. However, blocking
all ambient noise can be dangerous when you are out and about, as you are cut
off to an extent from the surrounding
world. When cycling, running or walking,
you need to remain connected to your
surroundings and aware of what is
happening around you. Headphones
today often offer an ambient mode
within their noise-cancellation settings
to let essential sounds filter through such as when you are crossing a road or
listening out for travel announcements.
The easier it is to switch to ambient mode
the more likely you are to do it, and some
top-of-the-range headphones allow you
to let more external sound in by simply
holding your hand over the earcup.
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...and the competition

1. Sony WH-1000XM4 €389 (Over ear)
The Choice Buy Sony WH-1000XM4 over-ear
headphones deliver exceptional sound quality
and near-perfect noise cancellation along with an
abundance of state-of-the-art features. All-important
audio quality provides beautifully balanced, rich and
detailed sound with plenty of energy and you can
adjust your sound preferences, including a slightly
over-enthusiastic bass, via the Sony Headphones
Connect app. The noise-cancelling function delivers
remarkable sound reduction across all frequencies
and works especially well with repetitive sounds.
Meanwhile, holding your hand over the earcup will
enable ambient sound mode when you need to be
more aware of your surroundings and a Speak-toChat feature automatically stops the music when

you talk. These well-built headphones are extremely
comfortable to wear and are fully foldable for safe
storage in the supplied hard travel case. Battery life
lasts an impressive 31 hours and, if you forget to
charge these headphones, a detachable cable lets
you continue listening without noise cancellation.
You can operate these headphones through the
touch controls on the earcups or via your chosen
voice assistant – Google, Siri or Alexa – and the
accompanying app lets you activate such advanced
features as Sony 360 Reality Audio for surroundsound listening and ‘adaptive sound learning’,
whereby the headphones adapt to your routine to
provide optimal noise-cancelling settings.

2. Marshall Monitor II ANC €325 (Over ear)
The Choice Buy Marshall Monitor II ANC over-ear
headphones sport a stylish retro look and great
sound quality along with effective noise cancelling.
Testers generally found these Marshall headphones
to be comfortable to wear with good cushioning and
were impressed with the clarity and level of detail and
richness of the well-balanced audio. The easy-to-use
Marshall Bluetooth app has a built-in equaliser to let
you tweak your sound preferences and create presets
for different music genres. To further enhance the
listening experience, the noise-cancellation feature
efficiently reduces background sounds, particularly
low frequency sounds like aircraft and train engine
noise. The controls on the earcups include buttons

for choosing tracks, adjusting volume, answering
calls, and activating noise cancelling or ambient
sound mode. In addition, a Marshall ‘M’ customisable
multi-function button lets you switch between sound
presets or enable your device’s voice assistant, with
voice controls also working well. The battery lasts
a very decent 27.5 hours and a detachable cable is
provided to let you continue listening without noise
cancellation if you run out of charge. Testers thought
that these headphones lacked a premium feel as the
build quality was a little flimsy and that a hard case
would have helped to safeguard these headphones
better than the supplied soft drawstring bag.

3. Sennheiser HD 300 €54 (On ear)
The Choice Buy Sennheiser HD 300 headphones are
a basic set of wired headphones that deliver excellent
audio quality for a modest price. Although the
manufacturer claims these are over-ear headphones,
our testers deemed the earcups to be fairly small and
more akin to on-ear dimensions. With no Bluetooth
connectivity on offer, a 1.4-metre cable connects
these headphones to your device, which will need
to have a traditional 3.5mm socket or you can buy
an adaptor for newer smartphones. Sound quality
impressed testers with its depth, clarity, natural feel
and stereo effect between each ear, and the earcups’
closed design effectively prevents sound leakage, so
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you won’t disturb anyone sitting next to you. These
lightweight headphones are comfortable to wear,
with good padding on the earcups and despite very
little padding on the flexible headband. They are
also simple to use but there are no handy controls
for choosing tracks, adjusting volume levels or
taking calls on the cable or earcups. Although
unsurprisingly lacking a premium look given the
price, these Sennheiser headphones are pretty
robust and the earcups fold into the headband for
transportation. No travel case is supplied with these
headphones but you should probably invest in
buying one separately to safeguard them, especially
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...and the competition

4. Sennheiser PXC 550-II €364 (On ear)
At the other end of the price range from our previous
recommended model and by the same manufacturer,
the Choice Buy Sennheiser PXC 550-II on-ear
headphones are designed for listening on the go,
offering good durability, great sound quality and
plenty of features. Touted as travel headphones,
they offer warm and engaging audio across a range
of music genres with good depth and detail and
clear, natural speech. You can operate these wireless
headphones via the touch-sensitive controls on
the earcups or using the voice assistant on your
smartphone, whether that is Google Assistant, Siri
or Alexa. Useful advice on set-up and operation is

provided through the Sennheiser Smart Control
app, which also allows for some tone adjustments.
The earcups totally eliminate sound leakage and
the noise-cancellation feature is very effective, with
options to adjust the amount of ambient sound you
want to filter through. Battery life was measured at a
very respectable 28 hours and the detachable cable
can be used to let you continue listening without
noise cancellation if you inadvertently run out of
charge. Testers differed over how comfortable these
headphones are to wear, so it would be worth trying
them out in the shop to see if they suit your head
shape.

...and the competition

5. Apple AirPods Pro €266 (In ear)
The Choice Buy Apple AirPods Pro seriously
impressed our testers, scoring significantly higher
than their predecessor, the Apple Airpods, which
were our top in-ear Choice Buy in our 2019 test. The
updated earphones have a shorter protruding stem,
making them less noticeable, and instead of the older
hard fixed earbud design, the newer model offers
three different-sized silicon earpieces, which makes
for a better, more secure and more comfortable fit
with much-reduced sound leakage. All-important
audio quality is outstanding, with perfectly balanced,
rich, clear sound combined with a stronger bass than
is usual for in-ear headphones – though, with no

built-in equaliser or accompanying app, you won’t
be able to finetune your listening to your personal
preferences. You can control these truly wireless
earphones using the pressure-sensitive sensors on
the stems or via the built-in voice assistant, Siri, and
battery life lasts almost six hours, after which they
will need to be popped into the charging case for a
reboot. Noise cancellation is extremely effective, and
you can quickly and easily switch to the ‘transparency
mode’ when you need to hear outside sounds. Unlike
the older AirPods, which had some limited Android
functionality, you will only be able to use the AirPods
Pro earphones with Apple devices.

...and the competition

6. Sennheiser Momentum True Wireless 2 €334 (In ear)
The Choice Buy Sennheiser Momentum True
Wireless 2 earphones are very much at the top end of
the price scale, but you will get very pleasing sound
quality, plenty of features and good versatility for
your money. These truly wireless in-ear headphones
work with Bluetooth devices running both Android
and iOS and come with four different sizes of earbuds,
with testers finding them fairly comfortable to wear.
The audio quality is well-balanced and vibrant across
a range of music genres and, though slightly harsh on
higher frequencies, sound is nicely detailed overall.
Battery life lasts 6.5 hours with the manufacturer
claiming that a full recharge via the hard charging
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case takes just an hour and a half. Sennheiser has
introduced active noise cancellation on this updated
model, which is very effective at preventing exterior
sounds at various frequencies from seeping through
and controls on the earbud housing let you switch
to ambient sound mode as needed. Other controls
on the earbuds let you take calls, adjust volume and
pause, skip and play tracks, as well as allowing you
to enable either Siri or Google Assistant for voiceactivated operation. The well-designed Sennheiser
Smart Control app is straightforward to navigate and
offers equaliser control for adjusting sound to your
personal taste.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE
Sound quality (60%

Price
(€)

Weight (g) Wireless

Comfort and durability (15%)

Star ratings are out of five.

Controls on
headphones

Noise
cancellation

Travel
case

Overall sound
quality

Speech

Classical
music

Pop music

Jazz

Comfort

Durability

Audio enhancements
(15%)

Features
(10%)

Battery life
(0%)

%

Over ear
1 Sony WH-1000XM4

389

251

✓

✓

✓

✓





















81

2 Marshall Monitor II ANC

325

316

✓

✓

✓

✓





















72

3 JBL CLUB 950NC

256

372.1

✓

✓

✓

✓





















67

249

245

✓

✓

✓

✓





















62

5 Sennheiser HD 450BT

160

240

✓

✓

✓

✓





















61

6 Sony WH-CH700N

108

236

✓

✓

✓





















53

7 Sony WH-CH710N

159

220.2

✓

✓

✓





















51

8 Sennheiser HD 300

54

177.2



















na

74

9 Sennheiser PXC 550-II

364

231.1

✓

✓

✓

✓





















74

10 Beats by Dr. Dre Solo Pro

279

266

✓

✓

✓

✓





















68

11 JBL T450BT

36

15

✓

✓





















67

12 Sennheiser HD 400S

75

214.7



















na

62

13 Sennheiser HD 350BT

99

220.7

✓

✓





















57

14 Jabra Elite 45h

100

164.8

✓

✓





















57

15 Sennheiser HD 100

42

113.1



















na

57

16 JBL Tune 600BTNC

90

176.9





















55

17 Sony MDR-XB550AP

60

199.5



















na

42

266

10.7

✓

✓

✓

✓





















91

334

12.6

✓

✓

✓

✓





















75

20 Skullcandy Sesh

59

9.8

✓

✓

✓





















69

21 Samsung Galaxy Buds +

187

12.9

✓

✓

✓





















68

22 Sony WI-1000XM2

329

57.9

✓

✓





















68

23 Google Pixel Buds (2020)

207

10.6

✓

✓





















68

24 Skullcandy Jib+ Wireless

30

15.5

✓





















62

25 Huawei Freebuds 3i

108

10.9

✓

✓

✓

✓





















62

167

12.8

✓

✓

✓

✓





















62

Sony WH-H910N h.ear on 3
Wireless NC

4

On ear

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

USING THE TABLE

SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop
around.
Weight: Weight in grams of the
headphones with cable, where
applicable, but without charger or
case.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Sound quality: Results of the listening
tests for a range of genres, including
classical, jazz and pop music and the
spoken word.
Comfort: Rating for how comfortable
the headphones are to wear, how well
they fit, their adjustability and their
potential to fall out of the ear.
Durability: Rating for the quality
of construction and how well the
headphones and cable withstand
stress tests.
Audio enhancements: Includes the
results of technical measurements
and subjective assessments of sound
leakage and the effectiveness of
noise-cancelling features.
Features: Rating for the availability of
such features as built-in cable and
headphone controls, external noise
cancellation, and the ability to make
and take phone calls.

In ear
18 Apple AirPods Pro
19

26

Sennheiser Momentum True
Wireless 2

Panasonic RZ-S500W Truly
Wireless
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✓
✓
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

SCORE
Sound quality (60%

Price
(€)

Weight (g) Wireless

Controls on
headphones

Noise
cancellation

Comfort and durability (15%)

Travel
case

Overall sound
quality

Speech

Classical
music

Pop music

Jazz

Comfort

Durability

Audio enhancements
(15%)

Features
(10%)

Battery life
(0%)

%

In ear
27 Jaybird Vista

199

12.6

✓

✓

✓





















61

28 Jabra Elite Sport Wireless

189

15.6

✓

✓

✓





















60

29 Sony WI-XB400

50

20.2

✓





















56

30 LG TONE Free HBS-FN6

119

10.6

✓

✓

✓





















56

31 Sony WF-SP800N

207

19

✓

✓

✓





















56

32 JBL Live 300TWS

159

13.1

✓

✓

✓





















55

33 Skullcandy Sesh Evo

74

10

✓

✓

✓





















55

34 JBL Tune 220TWS

100

9.8

✓

✓

✓





















54

35 Sennheiser CX Sport

130

15.1

✓

✓





















54

36 JVC HA-FX9BT

30

13

✓





















52

37 Sony MDR-EX15AP

12

12.8



















na

52

38 Huawei Freebuds 3

159

9.1

✓

✓

✓





















52

39 Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats

149

26.3

✓

✓

✓





















51

40 Samsung Galaxy Buds

144

11.2

✓

✓

✓





















51

41 JVC HA-FX38M

8

12



















na

51

42 JVC HA-FX7M (Gumy Plus)

13

13



















na

49

43 Sony WI-SP510

79

29.2

✓





















49

44 Jabra Elite 75t

200

11.8

✓

✓

✓





















47

45 Jam Live Loud

36

7.1

✓

✓

✓





















46

46 JLab Audio JBuds Air Executive

70

12.3

✓

✓

✓





















46

47 Skullcandy Indy Evo

108

10.6

✓

✓

✓





















46

48 Sony WF-XB700

118

15.3

✓

✓

✓





















44

49 JVC HA-EC30BT

60

21

✓





















44

50 Skullcandy Push Ultra

147

22.5

✓

✓

✓





















41

51 House of Marley Liberate Air

159

13.1

✓

✓

✓





















32

52 Urbanista Stockholm

60

7.4

✓

✓

✓





















29
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✓

✓

✓
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A Great
Christmas
Gift!
A subscription to Consumer Choice
is the perfect gift for Christmas
To make a gift subscription, visit
www.thecai.ie

Follow us on Facebook & Twitter
Follow us on Twitter
www.twitter.com/The_CAI
www.twitter.com/The_CAI
www.thecai.ie
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